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The Current State  
of SEP Litigation  
in China
B Y  F E I  D E N G ,  S H A N  J I A O ,  A N D  G U A N B I N  X I E

T
HE PAST DECADE HAS WITNESSED AN 
increase in Standard Essential Patent (SEP) liti-
gation around the world. Among jurisdictions, 
China has attracted significant attention arising 
from the battles over anti-suit injunctions (ASI) 

and anti-anti-suit injunctions (AASI) between Chinese 
courts and courts in other jurisdictions, in Xiaomi v . Inter-
Digital and Samsung v . Ericsson.1 

There perhaps will be more companies bringing, or being 
dragged into, SEP litigation in China. This article provides 
an overview of the lay of the land for SEP litigation in China. 

Legislative Background of SEP Litigation in China
Because China is a civil law system, there are two types of 
sources that are binding on Chinese courts and can be cited 
by judges in their decisions: the laws are one type, and the 
other type is the judicial interpretations issued by China’s 
Supreme People’s Court (SPC). 

The main Chinese laws relevant to SEP litigation are:
(1) the Contract Law of the People’s Republic of China;
(2) the Patent Law of the People’s Republic of China;
(3) the Anti-Monopoly Law of the People’s Republic of 

China; and
(4) the Standardization Law of the People’s Republic of 

China. 
As mentioned above, the SPC may issue judicial inter-

pretations, which have the same legal force as statutes and 
are binding on all Chinese courts. There has not been an 
SEP-specific judicial interpretation yet, but the more gen-
eral Supreme People’s Court’s Interpretations Concerning 
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Certain Issues on Application of Law for Trial of Cases on Dis-
putes over Patent Infringement (II), contains two articles rele-
vant to SEP litigation—Article 24.2 sets the basic principle 
for granting injunction for SEPs, and Article 24.3 confirms 
the judicial practice of rate-setting cases being filed before 
the Chinese courts.2 

A High People’s Court may issue guidelines that pro-
vide guidance to lower courts within that particular prov-
ince. However, a guideline is not a formal source of law. 
Guidelines issued by a high court in a particular province 
are not legally binding even to the courts within that specific 
province, and such guidelines cannot be cited by judges as 
a source of law in their decisions. Regardless, in practice, 
courts within the specific province would follow the guide-
lines issued by the respective high court, without citing to 
the guidelines. Examples of such guidelines related to SEPs 
include the Beijing High People’s Court’s Guidelines for 
Patent Infringement Determination (2017) issued in April 
2017, in which Articles 149–153 are specific to SEPs; and 
the Guangdong High People’s Court’s Work Guidelines on 
Adjudicating Cases of Disputes over Standard Essential Patents 
(Trial), issued in April 2018.

The Anti-Monopoly Commission under the State Coun-
cil, the competition policy-making authority of the central 
government, which has merged into the Anti-Monopoly 
Bureau of China’s State Administration for Market Regu-
lation (SAMR), also issued “guidelines” related to SEPs in 
September 2020, namely the Anti-Monopoly Guidelines for 
the Field of Intellectual Property Rights. Guidelines issued by 
the State Council provide guidance for antitrust authorities 
at central and local levels. But they are merely referential, 
and not binding on courts. 

Procedural Background of SEP Litigation in China
Chinese courts have routinely heard SEP-related cases. Gen-
erally speaking, there are three major types of SEP cases in 
China:
(1) Patent infringement cases where a patentee may seek 

damages and/or injunctive relief or potential licensees 
may seek a declaration of non-infringement;

(2) Anti-monopoly civil actions where the issues usually 
arise from excessive pricing, bundling, discriminatory 
treatment, etc.; and

(c) Rate-setting cases where either patentee or implementer 
may ask the court to adjudicate FRAND licensing terms 
(including royalty rate) effective within China or on a 
global basis.

Regardless of the case type, SEP-related cases are almost 
all heard by an IP tribunal within a court or by specialized 
IP courts. These cases all follow similar procedural steps. 
The flowchart below—the steps of which are explained in 
the text following the chart—provides an overview of the 
entire life cycle of a civil litigation in China, including those 
related to SEPs.
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Chart 1 Life Cycle of Civil Litigation Proceedings in ChinaChart 1 Life Cycle of Civil Litigation Proceedings in China
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Note this flowchart does not cover the patent invalida-
tion procedure, which is a separate proceeding routinely 
conducted in parallel with the patent infringement action. 
Normally the potential licensee must first file for invali-
dation before the Intellectual Property Protection Depart-
ment (previously, Patent Reexamination Board (PRB) of 
the China National Intellectual Property Administration 
(CNIPA). 

Simply put, one cannot go directly to a Chinese court to 
file for patent invalidation, but one must go to the CNIPA. 
After the CNIPA issues an invalidation decision, either party 
may file for a judicial review of the invalidation decision by 
the Beijing IP Court, and may further file for appeal against 
the Beijing IP Court’s 1st instance judgment to the SPC. 

Below we provide a more detailed description of each 
step of the flowchart in the context of SEP litigation. In 
addition, it is worth noting that an ASI may occur during 
any step of the flowchart. 

Case Filing and Case Acceptance. When a plaintiff 
files a complaint with a Chinese court, it does not neces-
sarily mean the court has formally accepted and instituted 
the case. The court may have a seven-day review period3 to 
decide whether the complaint satisfies the statutory require-
ments and finally institutes the case. 

Service upon Defendants. For Chinese defendants, the 
Chinese courts usually will serve them via express mail, 
which should take no longer than three days to serve. For 
cases involving non-Chinese parties, Chinese courts may 
use a variety of methods to serve parties who do not have 
domicile in the territory of China, including but not limited 
to service by convention, diplomatic service, service by mail, 
service by fax or email, and service by public announce-
ment.4 Traditionally, Chinese courts used the service pro-
cedure under the Hague Convention, which takes up to 
7 to 12 months in practice, but nowadays Chinese courts 
are exploring quicker alternative service methods. For exam-
ple, last year, in OPPO v . Sharp, the Shenzhen Intermedi-
ate Court served Sharp, a Japanese company, via the postal 
channel, which took only about one week.5

Jurisdiction. The court system in China consists of the 
Basic People’s Court, the Intermediate People’s Court, the 
High People’s Court, and the SPC, in ascending order of 
hierarchy. China has a relatively centralized jurisdiction 
over technology-related intellectual property cases and anti- 
monopoly cases. The court of first instance for SEP cases 
is the Intermediate People’s Courts at the location of the 
capital city of provinces, autonomous regions and munic-
ipalities, and Intermediate People’s Courts designated by 
the SPC,6 as well as Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou IP 
Courts,7 unless the amount of claimed damages is above five 
billion RMB, in which event the case should be filed with a 
High People’s Court.8 

On January 1, 2019, the SPC established within itself 
a new tribunal—the Intellectual Property Tribunal—which 
from then on handles all second instance appeals of all anti-
trust cases and most IP cases, including all SEP cases.9 If an 
Intermediate People’s Court issues a first instance judgment, 
the judgment does not take effect immediately, and any 
party may, within the appeal period, appeal to the IP Tri-
bunal of the SPC, which will conduct a full hearing on the 
determination of facts, application of law, and procedural 
issues of the case and issue a second instance judgment. Pre-
viously, the appeal for SEP cases tried by the intermediate 
courts went to the high courts, but after the establishment 
of the IP Tribunal of the SPC, all appeals are adjudicated 
by the IP Tribunal of the SPC, which helps unify the legal 
standard for all SEP cases at the stage of appeal.

“JO” in the flowchart refers to the jurisdictional objection 
proceeding, which is an option to be exercised by defen-
dant(s). In most, if not all, SEP cases, defendants will choose 
to file for JO as a delaying tactic. Once filed, the trial and 
appeal of the JO may take six months to one year, when 
defendants may better prepare evidence and their litigation 
strategy. The chance of winning a JO is low, but it is almost a 
routine step taken by defendants in civil litigation, given the 
otherwise fast-moving pace of Chinese litigation proceedings. 

Hearing. A court panel in China consists of an odd num-
ber of judges. Usually it is three, but in many high- profile 
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SEP cases, the number may be five. For technical cases such 
as SEP cases, there usually will be one or two technical 
investigators present at the hearings, who are appointed pro-
fessionals with in-depth knowledge about technical issues 
relevant to the case, to assist the judges to clarify technical 
issues in findings of infringement. For example, some tech-
nical investigators are seconded from the CNIPA, which 
means their former day job was to review patent applications 
or patent invalidation petitions.10 Technical investigators 
can be very helpful in practice. However, as a matter of legal 
standing, technical investigators are not part of the panel 
and do not have decision-making power over the result.11 

There can be several pre-trial hearings, with each hearing 
spanning roughly a day to a week, during which the judges 
would go through the complaint, response, and evidence 
and summarize the disputed factual and legal issues.12 Pre-
trial hearings are not must-haves. The court may decide to 
go through the evidence in a formal hearing with a full panel. 
The actual “debate” is often the final step, during which both 
sides’ counsel debate over the disputed factual and legal issues 
and give closing arguments, which takes roughly a day. 

Oral testimony of witnesses and experts is usually part 
of the formal hearings, and there is no deposition-style 
procedure in China. But experts have to testify under oath 
before the judges; otherwise his or her testimony may not be 
admissible as evidence. Live testimony is somewhat similar 
to the practice at bench trials in the United States, since 
the fact-finders in Chinese cases are judges, not a jury. Usu-
ally, it follows the format of both sides’ experts taking turns 
to provide affirmative statements first, and then answering 
questions raised by one’s own counsel and then answering 
questions raised by the other side’s counsel. Judges may ask 
questions at any point.

In terms of schedule, court hearing dates are not set sev-
eral months ahead as is common in the United States. They 
are usually set about several weeks in advance in China. 

Overall, the whole proceeding from case filing to first- 
instance judgment may vary, depending on whether a defen-
dant challenges jurisdiction and in which court a plaintiff 
chooses to file its case. Courts with a heavier workload, 
for example, the Beijing IP Court, may process cases more 
slowly than others. But usually, it should not take more than 
three years to issue the first-instance judgment. 

Summary Statistics and Characteristics  
of Mobile Telecommunications SEP Litigation  
in China over the Past Decade 
To provide an overview of the state of SEP litigation in 
China, we have gathered information on all publicly reported 
SEP litigation cases in the mobile telecommunications 
industry accepted by the Chinese courts between 2011 and 
2020.13 Although most rulings and decisions are published 
in China, litigation filings themselves are not. Therefore, 
to limit the scope of this study so as to maximize cover-
age within the scope, we focused our study on the mobile 

telecommunications industry, which has seen the most SEP 
litigation not only in China, but also worldwide.14 

We identified 133 SEP cases accepted by the Chinese 
courts in the mobile telecommunications industry between 
2011 and 2020. It should be noted that in China’s litiga-
tion system, when a patent owner sues the same defendant 
for infringing more than one patent, multiple case num-
bers are assigned, one for each patent. Also, when a matter 
involving the same plaintiff and the defendant has several 
different causes of action—for example, an assertion of 
abuse of dominance and a request for a FRAND rate deter-
mination—multiple case numbers are also assigned, one for 
each cause of action. To count the “non-duplicative” cases, 
we grouped cases with the same parties into a “set of cases,” 
although they have different case numbers.15 Based on this 
measure, the 133 cases are grouped into 46 sets of cases. 
Below are key summary statistics and characteristics we have 
drawn from these cases:

 ■ How Many Cases Were Filed Each Year? As indi-
cated in Chart 2, there seems to have been an explo-
sion in the number of cases in 2016 and 2018, but 
the number of sets of cases grew more slowly. Thus, 
the “explosion” in cases in 2016 and 2018 seems to be 
mostly due to the same parties filing cases on multi-
ple patents, as in cases such as Qualcomm v . Meizu in 
2016; 16 ACT v . Xiaomi, ACT v . OPPO, and ACT v . 
Vivo in 2018. 17 

 ■ What Were the Main Causes of Actions? Of the 133 
cases, 108 (81%) were filed as patent infringement 
actions, 16 (12%) were filed as disputes over FRAND 
licensing terms, and 8 (6%) were filed as anti-monop-
oly actions. Only one case, TCL v . Ericsson, was filed 
as an unfair competition action.19 As described earlier, 
a plaintiff can file multiple cases simultaneously under 
different causes of actions, such as in Qualcomm v . 
Meizu. 

 ■ Which First-Instance Courts Were the Most Pop-
ular? The Beijing Intellectual Property Court, the 
Shanghai Intellectual Property Court, and the Shen-
zhen Intermediate People’s Court were the top three 
courts—together they handled over 70 percent of 
first-instance SEP case filings during the past decade. 
More recently, the Nanjing Intermediate People’s 
Court in Jiangsu Province and the Wuhan Intermedi-
ate People’s Court in Hubei Province are also becom-
ing “hot spots” for SEP case filings.

 ■ Which Companies Were Bringing or Defending 
SEP Cases in China? The case filings are highly con-
centrated, with the top five plaintiffs, namely Huawei, 
Royal  KPN, Siemens, ZTE, and Advanced Codec 
Technologies (ACT) accounting for about half of the 
total number of sets of cases. Defendants are less con-
centrated, with the top five defendants, namely Xiaomi, 
InterDigital, Apple, HTC, and Ericsson accounting for 
about one-third of the total number of sets of cases.
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Chart 2: Number of Accepted Cases by Year18

 ■ What Is the Nationality of Companies Suing and 
Being Sued? As indicated in Chart 3, if one looks 
at the number of cases, it may seem that more cases 
involve foreign entities suing Chinese entities than 
the other way around. However, when looking at the 
number of sets of cases, this asymmetry is substantially 
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Chart 3: Nationality of Companies Suing and Being SuedChart 3: Nationality of Companies Suing and Beign Sued
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smaller—20 sets of cases (43% of total) involve for-
eign plaintiffs suing Chinese defendants while 17 sets 
(37% of total) involve Chinese plaintiffs and foreign 
defendants. This indicates that the asymmetry in cases 
is mostly due to foreign plaintiffs litigating more pat-
ents on average than Chinese plaintiffs. 
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 ■ Did the Chinese Litigation Serve as the Opening 
Attack or as a Response? It is not surprising that in 
the global SEP dispute environment not all litiga-
tions were first filed in China. In about one-fourth 
of the cases involving at least one foreign party, and 
two-fifths of the sets of cases, the parties had already 
been engaged in litigation in other countries before 
the Chinese litigation was filed. As a recent example, 
in January 2020, Sharp filed a patent infringement 
lawsuit against OPPO in Japan related to WLAN.20 
As a response, in February 2020, OPPO filed a law-
suit against Sharp in the Shenzhen Intermediate Peo-
ple’s Court, seeking damages as well as a FRAND 
rate determination over Sharp’s 3G, 4G, and WLAN 
SEPs.21 

Key Issues in Published Mobile 
Telecommunications SEP Decisions
Among the 133 SEP cases (46 sets of cases) litigated in 
China in the mobile telecommunications industry over the 
past decade, a court judgment has been issued in 12 cases 
(8 sets of cases). Most of the other cases were withdrawn or 
dismissed before any judgment was issued. 

In this section, we provide a summary of the key findings 
in these judgments on issues such as the determination of 
the FRAND royalty rate and whether an injunction should 
be granted. In addition, we discuss the recent cases where 
the Chinese courts have issued rulings concerning global 
rate setting and ASIs. 

Determination of the FRAND Royalty Rate for Chinese 
SEPs. Generally speaking, there are three commonly used 
approaches to calculate FRAND royalty rate: (1) bench-
marking the royalty based on comparable licenses (“compa-
rable license approach”); (2) apportioning an appropriately 
defined aggregate royalty burden (“ARB”) of the entire 
standard to the SEP(s)-in-suit (“top-down approach”); 
(3)  calculating the incremental economic benefit of the 
SEP(s)-in-suit versus next-best non-infringing alternative(s) 
(“bottom-up approach”).22 

There have been four cases in which the Chinese courts 
have issued a judgment that delves into the issue of how 
a FRAND royalty rate should be determined for Chinese 
SEPs. 

 ■ Huawei v . InterDigital: 23 The earliest FRAND rate 
decision in China, Huawei v . InterDigital, was issued 
by the Shenzhen Intermediate Court in February 
2013 and upheld by the Guangdong High Court 
later that year. Although both the lower court and 
the appeals court decisions were vacated in December 
2018 by the Supreme People’s Court at the parties’ 
request, they are still worth looking at, given that this 
set of decisions set precedent for FRAND rate deter-
mination in China.24 Based on rates derived from 
lump-sum payment licenses InterDigital signed with 
Apple in 2007 and with Samsung in 2009, the courts 

calculated that the FRAND royalties to be paid by 
Huawei for InterDigital’s 2G, 3G, and 4G essential 
Chinese patents should not exceed 0.019% of the 
sales prices of Huawei’s relevant products. 

 ■ Huawei v . Samsung: 25 The Shenzhen Intermediate 
Court ruled in January 2018 that Huawei had abided 
by its FRAND obligations while Samsung had not 
during the parties’ cross-licensing negotiation and 
issued an injunction against Samsung. Although this 
was an injunction case rather than a FRAND rate- 
setting case, the court evaluated whether the cross- 
license rates offered by both parties were FRAND. In 
its evaluation, the court adopted a top-down method, 
setting the ARB as 5% for 3G and 6%–8% for 4G, 
according to statements major SEP holders made at 
around the time the standards were set, and appor-
tioned these ARBs to Huawei’s and Samsung’s 3G and 
4G portfolios based on the relative strengths of Hua-
wei’s and Samsung’s portfolios. In evaluating Hua-
wei’s and Samsung’s respective portfolio strengths, 
the court relied on indicators including the size and 
essentiality ratio of the parties’ SEPs, the number of 
proposals that the party submitted and were adopted 
during the standard-setting process, and the percent-
age of challenged patents that were found to be valid. 

 ■ Iwncomm v . Sony: 26 The Beijing IP Court issued a 
judgment in March 2017, which was later upheld by 
the Beijing High Court, awarding Iwncomm, a Chi-
nese network technology company, 8.6 million RMB 
(around USD$1.3 million) in damages and an injunc-
tion against Sony, for infringement of an SEP essen-
tial to WAPI, a Chinese national standard for wireless 
communications. The FRAND rate for the patent- 
in-suit was determined to be one RMB (around 
USD$0.14) per unit based on four Iwncomm licenses 
containing the same rate, albeit for Iwncomm’s entire 
WAPI portfolio. The total damage award was trebled 
after multiplying the FRAND rate by the infringing 
products’ sales, based on factors such as the defen-
dant’s “fault” during the licensing negotiation. 

 ■ Huawei v . Conversant: 27 The Nanjing Intermediate 
Court issued a FRAND rate decision in September 
2019, determining that the FRAND rates for Con-
versant’s Chinese SEPs are 0.00225% for Huawei’s 
single-mode 4G handsets and 0.0018% for Huawei’s 
multi-mode (2G/3G/4G) handsets. In arriving at 
these results, the court adopted Huawei’s proposed 
top-down methodology, first adjusting the worldwide 
ARBs to discounted “China ARBs” for each standard, 
and then apportioning the “China ARBs” to Conver-
sant’s Chinese SEP portfolio based on the number 
of SEPs in the portfolio relative to the total number 
of SEPs in China, after essentiality evaluation. The 
court did not adopt Conversant’s proposal of using 
the FRAND rate determined in Unwired Planet v . 
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Huawei, adjudicated by a UK court, as a benchmark, 
due to the benchmark being insufficiently adjusted 
for the potential difference in the value and essential-
ity ratio between Unwired Planet’s portfolio and Con-
versant’s portfolio.

Based on these four decisions, it can be observed that the 
Chinese courts have adopted both the top-down and com-
parable license approaches when calculating FRAND rates. 
None of the decisions adopted the bottom-up approach, but 
this seems to be due to the parties not presenting a bot-
tom-up analysis. It can also be observed that the Chinese 
courts have now fully embraced the top-down approach 
for 2G/3G/4G standards, with the ARB based on certain 
SEP owners’ statements, as demonstrated in Huawei v . Sam-
sung and Huawei v . Conversant. For the comparable license 
approach, it seems that in cases such as Huawei v . Samsung 
and Huawei v . Conversant, parties may not have submitted 
actual licenses but rather attempted to rely on the FRAND 
rates for other portfolios set in other litigation matters. 
However, these attempts were in each case rejected by the 
Chinese courts on the basis of comparability. When parties 
did submit evidence of actual licenses, such as in Iwncomm 
v . Sony, or public information on existing licenses, such as in 
Huawei v . InterDigital, the Chinese courts have relied upon 
them in calculating the FRAND rate. 

Global Rate Setting. Although no such judgment has 
been issued yet, there have been several rulings recently 
that indicate the Chinese courts are going to determine 
the global FRAND royalty rates for SEPs in some cases. As 
mentioned above, the Supreme Peoples’ Court confirms the 
judicial practice of rate-setting cases being filed before the 
Chinese courts when the negotiation fails after “sufficient 
negotiation.”28 “Standard Essential Patents Licensing Dis-
pute” is an independent cause of action in China, which can 
be filed either by the patent holder or the potential licensee. 
Such a cause of action does not necessarily connect with 
any infringement action or declaration of non-infringement 
action. In the past, precedents filed under the cause of action 
of SEP Licensing Dispute were limited to Chinese patents 
only, regardless of whether the negotiation was global in 
nature. However, in recent cases, quite a few cases were filed 
under the cause of action of SEP Licensing Dispute for set-
ting the FRAND global rate. 

For example, in December 2020, the Shenzhen Inter-
mediate Court ruled in OPPO v . Sharp that it will deter-
mine the global FRAND rate and other licensing terms for 
Sharp’s 3G, 4G, and WLAN SEPs.29 Despite the jurisdic-
tional objection filed by Sharp, for the first time, a Chinese 
court expressed the willingness in a ruling to determine the 
global FRAND royalty rates. The Shenzhen court states in 
its ruling that it “believes that the determination of global 
royalty rates by the court can facilitate the overall effective-
ness, fundamentally resolve the disputes between two par-
ties, avoid the repeated litigation in different countries and 
therefore is in accordance with the FRAND principle.”30 In 

addition, the Wuhan Intermediate Court accepted a lawsuit 
filed by Xiaomi against InterDigital related to determina-
tion of the global FRAND rate and stated in its ruling that 
“adjudication of global royalty rates can resolve the problem 
of choosing and determining the scope of licensing between 
two parties, save the licensing cost, reduce litigation exhaus-
tion and therefore is extremely reasonable.”31 So far, it is 
yet to be seen how Chinese courts will decide the global 
FRAND rate for SEPs and how these decisions are going to 
be enforced, if the parties do not settle during the process.

Anti-Suit Injunction. The anti-suit injunction system in 
China belongs to a type of “behavior preservation” measure 
in China. Article 100 of the Civil Procedure Law stipulates: 

For cases in which the action of a party to the lawsuit or any 
other reason causes difficulty in enforcement of a judgment 
or causes other harm to the litigants, a People’s Court may, 
pursuant to an application by a counterparty litigant, rule 
on preservation of its property or order the counterparty 
to undertake certain acts or prohibit the counterparty to 
undertake certain acts; where the litigants do not make an 
application, a People’s Court may rule that preservation 
measures be adopted where necessary.32 

The SPC also issued a judicial interpretation on behav-
ior preservation in general, that is, Provisions of the Supreme 
People’s Court on Several Issues Concerning the Application of 
Law in Reviewing the Injunction Cases involving Intellectual 
Property Disputes. There was no ASI-specific guidance until 
the first-ever ASI issued in China by the SPC in Huawei v . 
Conversant, as discussed below.

On August 28, 2020, The SPC issued China’s first ASI 
ruling during the appeal procedure of Huawei v . Conver-
sant,33 which prohibited Conversant from enforcing the first 
instance injunction order issued by the District Court of 
Düsseldorf of Germany on August 27, 2020. The SPC sets a 
framework for evaluating ASIs in China, considering factors 
such as: (1) the impact of enforcing a foreign judgment on 
the ongoing Chinese lawsuit, (2) the necessity of granting 
preservation, (3) a reasonable balance of the interests of both 
the applicant and the respondent, (4) whether the preserva-
tion could impair the public interest, (5) whether granting 
the preservation is consistent with the principle of interna-
tional comity, etc.

Procedurally it is worth noting that an ASI can be issued 
by a Chinese court on an ex parte basis. As noted by SPC 
in Huawei v . Conversant, the court issued the ASI on an ex 
parte basis without hearing from Conversant before issuing 
the order. The court reasoned that the motion related to 
an “urgent matter,” in accordance with the SPC’s guidance 
that “the People’s Court shall, prior to granting a behav-
ior preservation measure, inquire [of ] the applicant and 
the respondent, except when the situation is urgent, or the 
inquiry may affect enforcement of the behavior preservation 
measure.”34 The parties can seek reconsideration of the grant 
or denial of an ASI motion by the same court reviewing the 
ASI motion. The applicant/respondent of an ASI order can 
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 1 See, e.g., Wuhan and Anti-Suit Injunctions, ChIna IpR (Dec. 28, 2020), 
https://chinaipr.com/2020/12/28/wuhan-and-anti-suit-injunctions/. 

 2 Guanyu Shenli Qinfan Zhuanliquan Jiufen Anjian Yingyong Falv Ruogan 
Wenti De Jieshi (Er) (关于审理侵犯专利权纠纷案件应用法律若干问题的解
释（二）) [Interpretations Concerning Certain Issues on Application of Law 
for Trial of Cases on Disputes over Patent Infringement (II)] (promulgated 
by the Sup. People’s Ct., Jan. 25, 2016, effective Apr. 1, 2016) [hereinafter 
Patent Infringement Interpretations (II)], http://gongbao.court.gov.cn/Deta
ils/409a66a5e85613e92594a31b410220.html (in Chinese). 

 3 Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Minshi Susong Fa (中华人民共和国民事诉
讼法) [Civil Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China] (promulgated 
by Standing Comm. Nat’l People’s Cong., Aug. 31, 2012, effective Jan. 
1, 2013) [hereinafter CPL], http://gongbao.court.gov.cn/Details/42a890 
51fa54947fa9d96bf7276b6a.html (in Chinese), art. 123.

 4 CPL, art. 267.
 5 OPPO Guangdong Yidong Tongxin Youxian Gongsi Deng Su Xiapu Zhushi 

Huishe Deng Biaozhun Biyao Zhuanli Xuke Jiufen An (OPPO广东移动通信有
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